Introduction
Probabilistic methods appear to be very powerful in combinatorics and computer science. A natural point of view on these methods is that we investigate the properties of a typical object chosen from a set. One of the very rst facts proven on Boolean functions is that a typical Boolean function chosen from the set of all functions has exponential complexity in any reasonable computation model. In particular, for the Boolean formulas the result may be found in 5] . Hence, the properties of functions chosen from the set of all functions cannot say much about functions of moderate complexity.
In this situation, it is natural to ask what are the typical properties of functions chosen among the functions of some given complexity rather than among all functions. One possibility to construct a probabilistic distribution on functions of limited complexity is to describe the distribution in terms of their representations. In this case, it is easy to guarantee the complexity bound just using only representations of an appropriate size. However, if the distribution is de ned only in terms of syntactic properties of the representations, it may easily be the case that the distribution is concentrated on a small set of functions, e.g. on the two constant functions.
In the present paper a syntactically de ned probabilistic model of Boolean formulas is described. The model is constructed by iterating the 4-ary Boolean operation x 1 x 2 x 3 x 4 starting from a simple distribution on variables, their negations and the constants. After k iterations, the model generates a distribution on functions of the formula size complexity in the basis f^; ; 1g bounded by`(k) = 4 k . The set of functions having nonzero probability contains all functions of complexity at most`(k) , where = log 4 (3=2). An upper bound on the probability of each of the functions with a positive probability is given. The upper bound is quasipolynomially related to a trivial lower bound on this probability (Theorem 3.2). It follows that the distribution is not concentrated on any small set of functions.
The result is proved for a particular case of the model investigated in 6] and 7]. For this particular case, comparing to the bounds from 6] and 7], much stronger bounds on the probability of single functions are obtained.
A similar model based on balanced formulas build up from the NAND operation (or equivalently from alternating levels of ANDs and ORs) and with randomly chosen literals was suggested by Friedmann 2] in order to get information on Boolean complexity. Friedman suggested to study the distributions using their moments and presented an application of this method to iterated AND, namely to random 1-SAT and random 2-SAT.
Formulas with a xed tree of connectives and with the leaves assigned to variables or some other simple functions at random were used also for some other more speci c purposes. Let us mention the construction of a monotone formula of size O(n 5:3 ) presented in 10] and the proof of existence of e.g. Ramsey graphs on 2 n vertices, whose adjacency matrix is representable by a Boolean formula of polynomial size in n, see 4] , 8] .
A di erent model of random Boolean formulas based on the uniform distribution on all AND/OR formulas of size tending to in nity was investigated in 3]. It is proved that the distributions on functions obtained in this way converge to a limit distribution, in which the probability of every function f is positive and related to the complexity of f as follows. If L 0 (f) (n 3 ), then the probability p(f) of f in the limit distribution satis es The number B(n;`) of distinct Boolean functions of n variables expressible by an AND/OR formula of size at most`is estimated in 9]. In a wide range of the values of , matching lower and upper bound on B(n;`) is proved. Namely, if both (n) and (n) tend to in nity with n and (n) ` 2 n =n (n) , then B(n;`) = ((c 2 ? o(1))n)`, where c 2 = 2=(ln 4 ? 1).
2 The probability model Let n 2 be a xed natural number throughout the paper. The Boolean functions of n variables are the functions f0; 1g n ! f0; 1g. Since n is xed, we call them simply Boolean functions. The projection functions are denoted x i for i = 1; : : :; n as usual. The negation of x i is denoted as x i . The conjunction is denoted like the multiplication, i.e. without any operation symbol. Recall that is the addition mod 2.
For any Boolean function u let u ?1 (1) be the set of a 2 f0; 1g n for which u(a) = 1. Moreover, let juj = ju ?1 (1) The probability distributions studied in the present paper are de ned as follows.
De nition 2.1 Letg n;0 2 f0; 1; x 1 ; :::; x n ; x 1 ; x 2 :::; x n g be a random Boolean function such that Pr(g n;0 = 0) = Pr(g n;0 = 1) = 1=4 and each of the literals occurrs asg n;0 with probability 1=(4n). For every k 0 letg n;k+1 =g n;k;1gn;k;2 g n;k;3 g n;k;4 , whereg n;k;j are independent realizations ofg n;k . Finally, for every k 0, let p n;k (f) = Pr(f =g n;k ).
For the purpose of the present paper,g n;k is de ned to be a Boolean function. Clearly, the de nition of this function implicitly describes a Boolean formula expressingg n;k , which contains`(k) = 4 k occurrences of variables, their negations and constants. Hence,
The distribution is chosen so that if a and a are complementary points in f0; 1g n , i.e. they have the Hamming distance n, theng n;0 (a) andg n;0 ( a) are independent random variables. This simpli es the analysis of the distribution ofg n;k for small k in the proof of Lemma 4.6.
For every f and k, if p n;k (f) > 0, then also p n;k+1 (f) > 0, since e.g. f = 1 f 0 0 and the constants occur asg n;k with positive probability for all n and k. Moreover, every Boolean function f, that depends essentially only on variables x 1 ; x 2 ; :::; x i , may be expressed as f = x i f 1 f 2 0, where f 1 , f 2 do not depend on x i . Extending this by induction and using the fact that p n;0 (f) > 0 for every f depending on at most one variable, one can prove that for every Boolean function f we have p n;n?1 (f) > 0.
By the well-known relationship between the size and the depth complexity of the Boolean formulas in any complete basis, see e.g. 11], one can prove that for any Boolean function f we have p n;k (f) > 0 for some k = O(log L(f)). In fact, we can prove a better estimate using the method of balancing formulas in the basis f^; g from 1] . For convenience of the reader, we present the proof from 1] adapted to our model. For a comparison, recall that p n;k (f) > 0 is possible only if L(f) `(k). Theorem 2.2 For every n and k and for every Boolean function f that satis es L(f) `(k) log 4 (3=2) , we have p n;k (f) > 0.
Proof: Let D(f) be the smallest k, for which p n;k (f) > 0. Recall that for any function f, L(f) 1 . By induction on L(f), an upper bound D(f) log 3=2 L(f) will be proved. This bound implies the theorem, since L(f) `(k) log 4 (3=2) is equivalent to log 3=2 L(f) k.
If L(f) = 1, then f is a constant, a variable or negation of a variable. Hence, D(f) = 0. Let L(f) 2 and let the upper bound on D(f) be true for all functions of complexity less than L(f). We will nd functions f 1 , f 2 and f 3 such that f = f 1 f 2 f 3 and L(f j ) 2=3 L(f) for j = 1; 2; 3. Then, since f = f 1 f 2 f 3 0, we have D(f) max(D(f 1 ); D(f 2 ); D(f 3 )) + 1. By the induction hypothesis and the bound on L(f j ), this implies D(f) log 3=2 L(f).
For any formula , let size( ) denote the number of occurrences of variables in . In order to nd f 1 , f 2 and f 3 , consider a formula expressing f satisfying size( ) = L(f). This is possible, since f is a nonconstant function. Find the smallest subformula 0 of that satis es size( 0 ) > 2=3 L(f). This subformula is either of the form or , where and are subformulas of . It is easy to see that 1=3 L(f) size( ) 2=3 L(f). The same inequality holds also for size( ). Let (y) be the formula , where is replaced by a new variable y. For every input, evaluates either to 0 or 1. Hence, using also the properties of , ( ) ( (0) (1) This nishes the proof of the lemma. 2 3 The result
For the proof of the bounds on p n;k (f), we use the fact that the distribution ofg k j A for a xed A f0; 1g n tends to the uniform distribution on the functions A ! f0; 1g when k tends to in nity. Moreover, we need an explicitly given estimate of the distance of the distribution ofg k j A from the uniform one depending on A and k. Such an estimate is given in the following theorem, which is proved in the next section. For any at least two element subset A of the Boolean cube, let (A) be the minimum of (x; y), where is the Hamming distance and x; y 2 A are distinct. If jAj = 1 then let (A) = n. Moreover, for every nonzero function w, let (w) be de ned as (w ?1 (1)). Note that the number of di erent functions, which may appear as a realization ofg n;k , does not exceed (2n + 2) 4 k . Hence, for k < log 4 jAj ? log 4 log 2 (2n + 2) not every function f : A ! f0; 1g has a positive probability. This gives a lower bound on the values of k 0 (A) that satisfy the statement of Theorem 3.1. If jAj is at least n (1) , this lower bound and the value of k 0 (A) for which Theorem 3.1 is actually proved di er at most by a multiplicative constant.
The proof of Theorem 3.1 is given in Section 4. Now, we will apply the theorem to derive the following bound. where`(k) = 4 k .
Proof: Clearly, every realization ofg n;0 has a probability at least 1=(4n). For every k,g n;k is a combination of`(k) independent realizations ofg n;0 . This implies the lower bound. Let A 0 be any maximal subset of f0; 1g n that satis es (A 0 ) > n=6. Then Let K 0 = log 2 6 + K, where K is the constant from Theorem 3.1. Clearly, for every nonempty A A 0 , we have K 0 log 2 (n= (A 0 )) + K log 2 (n= (A)) + K. The desired bound on Pr(g k = f) will be proved separately for 0 k K 0 + 4 and K 0 + 4 k n=2 starting with the latter range. Notice that if A is a nonempty subset of f0; 1g n andgj A has the uniform distribution on the functions A ! f0; 1g, then (g; X A ) = 0. On the other hand, using Lemma 4.2, one can see that if (g; X B ) = 0 for every nonempty subset B A, thengj A is uniformly distributed on the functions A ! f0; 1g.
In the following theorem, we express the Fourier coe cients of the distribution of a parity and of a conjunction of two independent random Boolean functions. Note that for two random Boolean functionsh 1 andh 2 , (h 1 ;h 2 ) is a random variable depending on the distribution ofh 1 and on the actual value ofh 2 . It does not depend on the actual value ofh 1 . In the context of random Boolean formulas, the identity (2) For simplicity, let us use the abbreviation k (w) = (g k ; w). Leth j for j = 1; 2; 3; 4 be independent realizations ofg k . Then,g k+1 =h 1h2 h 3 h 4 and by (2) k+1 (w) = (h 1h2 ; w) k (w) 2 :
In particular, since j (h 1h2 ; w)j is always at most one, we have j k+1 (w)j j k (w)j 2 :
This implies that, by increasing k, j k (w)j can be made arbitrarily small provided that it is initially strictly less than one.
In the proof of Theorem 3.1, we use a real number that satis es 1 < < 3=2. It is very natural to present the proof with such a general value of this parameter, although the theorem is nally proved by setting = p 2.
Theorem 3.1 is proved at the end of this section as a consequence of an upper bound on the Fourier coe cients of the distribution ofg k . The upper bound will have the form j (g k ; w)j q jwj? k?r m 0 for all w, 0 6 = w X A , and all k r, where a real number q > 1 and integers r and m 0 are appropriately chosen. Extending an estimate in this form from any k r to k + 1 instead of k is guaranteed by Lemma 4.7 on the assumption that m 0 is large enough. The number r for which the bound is true for the required m 0 and k = r is found using Lemma 4.6. Let us start with two auxiliary statements. Throughout the proof, we assume q = 3. Clearly, proving this case is su cient, since the inequality is weaker, if q < 3 and jwj m. If jwj m, the inequality is trivially satis ed.
Let us x some nonzero function w. In order to prove the lemma, we prove a slightly stronger statement. Namely, we prove that for every m 3 and every integer r log 2 (n= (w)) + 5(m ? 3) + 1, we have j r (v)j q jvj?m
for every nonzero v satisfying v w. The estimate is proved by induction on m. Let us start with m = 3. In this case, j r (v)j q jvj?3 is trivially satis ed for every v satisfying jvj 3 and every r 0. For the cases jvj = 1 and jvj = 2 assume that v w. If jvj = 1, then v = X fag for some a 2 f0; 1g n . By de nition, Using (5), j r (v)j = 0 q jvj?3 for all r 0. If jvj = 2, then v = X fa;bg for some distinct a; b 2 f0; 1g n . By de nition, 0 (v) = E(?1)~g n;0 (a) g n;0 (b) = 1 ? 2 Pr(g n;0 (a) 6 =g n;0 (b)): The eventg n;0 (a) 6 =g n;0 (b) takes place if and only ifg n;0 is equal to x i or x i for some i such that a i 6 = b i . Since each value i = 1; : : :; n appears with the probability 1=(2n) (7) and hence also of the lemma. 2 Lemma 4.7 For every , 1 < < 3=2, there exists a real number q > 1 and a natural number m 0 1 such that for every k 0, every real m m 0 and every A f0; 1g n , the following is true: if for every w, 0 6 = w X A , we have j k (w)j q jwj?m , then for every w, 0 6 = w X A , we have j k+1 (w)j q jwj? m .
Proof: Let be such that 0 < < min(3=2 ? ; 1=6). Moreover, let us prove that there is a number q > 1 satisfying q + 1 2 < q 1=2+ and q 2 + 1 2 < q 1+2 : (8) By taking the logarithm of both sides of both inequalities, the existence of such a number q follows from the facts that Let q > 1 be such that (8) and q < 1:618 is satis ed. Note that 1 + q > q 2 . Moreover, let m 0 be a large integer speci ed later according to , and q. Let m be such that m m 0 . We are going to formulate conditions, which imply j k+1 (w)j q jwj? m (9) for all w, 0 6 = w X A , provided j k (w)j q jwj?m holds for all w, 0 6 = w X A .
To this end, we consider three cases: 1 jwj m=2, m=2 jwj m and m jwj m. In the remaining case, jwj > m, (9) is trivially satis ed. If 1 jwj m=2, then 2(jwj ? m) jwj ? m and hence, using (5), we obtain j k+1 (w)j j k (w)j 2 q 2(jwj?m) q jwj? m .
In the two remaining cases we use the identity (4) . To obtain a bound on the rst factor of its RHS, we simplify the bound from Theorem 4.5 in the range of jwj and q now considered. Since q + 1 q 2 and jwj m=2, we have (q + 1) jwj q ?m 1. Hence, using also (8) (10) In order to prove (9), we rst derive a bound on the ratio of its LHS and RHS in both cases now considered. If m=2 jwj m, we use (4), (10) We derive an upper bound on the RHS of this inequality by substituting an appropriate value of jwj in each of its two terms. In the rst one we substitute the smallest value of the range (jwj = m) and in the second one the largest value (jwj = m). Hence, we obtain j k+1 (w)jq ?jwj+ m 3q ( ?3=2+ )m + q ( ?2+2 )m : (12) Because of our choice of , the RHS of both (11) and (12) converge to zero, if m ! 1. Since , and q are now xed, it is possible to take a natural number m 0 large enough to guarantee that (11) and (12) are both at most 1 and, hence, (9) is satis ed. This completes the proof of the lemma. 2
Finally, here is the convergence result that we have been aiming toward.
Proof of Theorem 3.1: Let , 1 < < 3=2, and a nonempty subset A f0; 1g n be given. Let q and m 0 be some numbers for which the conclusion of Lemma 4.7 holds. As a basis for an iterative use of Lemma 4.7, we need a number r such that for all w, 0 6 = w X A , the inequality j r (w)j q jwj?m 0 is satis ed. Lemma 4.6 guarantees that this is true for some r = log 2 (n= (A)) + O(1). For every s 0, by using the inequality from Lemma 4.7 s times, we obtain j r+s (w)j q jwj? s m 0 for every w, 0 6 = w X A . Since m 0 1, assuming s = dlog jAj + log 2e, we obtain j r+s (w)j q jwj?2jAj
for every w, 0 6 = w X A . Let t be such that q 2 t 2 and u 0. By using (5) t + u times, we obtain j r+s+t+u (w)j q 2 t+u jwj?2jAj 2 2 u jwj?2jAj for every w, 0 
